Surgical Treatment of Low-Lying Rectal Cancer: Updates
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Despite innovative advancements, distally located rectal cancer remains a critical disease of challenging management. The crucial location of the tumor predisposes it to a circumferential resection margin (CRM) that tends to involve the anal sphincter complex and surrounding organs, with a high incidence of delayed anastomotic complications and the risk of the pelvic sidewall or rarely inguinal lymph node metastases. In this regard, colorectal surgeons should be aware of other issues beyond total mesorectal excision (TME) performance. For decades, the concept of extralevator abdominoperineal resection to avoid compromised CRM has been introduced. However, the complexity of deep pelvic dissection with poor visualization in low-lying rectal cancer has led to transanal TME. In contrast, neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (NCRT) has allowed for the execution of more sphincter-saving procedures without oncologic compromise. Significant tumor regression after NCRT and complete pathologic response also permit applying the watch-and-wait protocol in some cases, now with more solid evidence. This review article will introduce the current surgical treatment options, their indication and technical details, and recent oncologic and functional outcomes. Lastly, the novel characteristics of distal rectal cancer, such as pelvic sidewall and inguinal lymph node metastases, will be discussed along with its tailored and individualized treatment approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The most difficult issues present in the surgical management of distal rectal cancer with a concern about oncologic and functional safety are always being considered in this challenging area for colorectal surgeons [1]. The management of distal rectal cancer remains a debate. Low rectal cancer is defined as a tumor located less than 6 cm from the anal verge. However, other studies arbitrarily describe it as a tumor less than 5 cm from the anal verge [2, 3]. In the past, the only method to evaluate the extent of rectal cancer at the distal rectum was a digital rectal exam. However, other studies arbitrarily describe it as a tumor less than 5 cm from the anal verge [2, 3]. In the past, the only method to evaluate the extent of rectal cancer at the distal rectum was a digital rectal exam. However, the implementation of abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan showed clear images of the local spread of distal rectal cancer, where the exact relation between the tumor and surrounding organ used to be unclear [4]. The endorectal ultrasonographic evaluation was later available, easy to use, and helpful to assess the depth of invasion [5]. However, its use was limited and operator-dependent, and in some cases, not able to evaluate the complete extension of the tumor above the anal sphincter and levator ani complex. Fortunately, imaging modalities have substantially improved local staging and risk stratification [6]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has allowed a high-resolution visualization of the extent of the tumor, lymph node (LN) spread, and involvement of the neighboring organs. Moreover, extramural vascular invasion and a positive circumferential resection margin (CRM) on MRI have become critical prognostic factors of recurrence and survival [7-9].

Why do patients and colorectal surgeons have serious concerns about the surgical treatment of distal rectal cancer? Based on my point of view, functional and oncologic outcomes sometimes frustrate us, and many complex situation events occur more frequently in low-lying rectal cancer than upper and middle rectal cancer. Compared to upper rectal cancer, oncologic outcomes for distal rectal cancer are associated with a higher rate of local and systemic recurrence, poorer survival and also poor functional outcomes, and inferior quality of life (QoL) in patients with local
recurrence [10, 11]. QoL could be highly compromised in a surgical field where many urogenital structures are located, such as the prostate gland, vagina, and trigone of the urinary bladder and anal sphincter complex, including the pelvic floor muscle [1, 12]. To choose the most optimal surgical option for an individual, we must consider the patient’s age, general condition, even job, etc., to ensure good oncological outcomes and good QoL.

The key to determining the extent of surgery is based on the relation between tumors and adjacent organs, whether they are invaded or not [13-15]. The extralevator abdominoperineal excision (ELAPE) concept appeared for more radical resections, modifying the classic Mile’s abdominoperineal resection (APR) technique for getting R0 resection [16-18]. From the past, the most challenging part of this deep dissection was poor visualization. However, the high-resolution images by laparoscopy or robotic surgery provide a better anatomical view, allowing more function-preserving concepts and techniques [19].

Surgical treatment for distal rectal cancer is known to be a technically demanding procedure. Techniques are based on the accurate understanding of the anorectal anatomy, and it depends on high-quality surgery in terms of oncologic and functional outcomes. In addition, lymphatic dissemination of distal rectal cancer involves the pelvic sidewall LN and occasionally the inguinal LNs (ILNs), where dissection remains debatable [20]. Based on patient status, a tailored, individualized treatment approach is of utmost importance when considering oncologic and functional outcomes. Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (NCRT) has been performed on distal rectal cancer other than upper rectal cancer [21]. We frequently observe significant tumor regression and complete pathologic response, permitting organ-preserving strategies.

Despite the emergence of cutting-edge advancements, the management of low-lying rectal cancer remains challenging. The higher risk of local recurrence in low rectal cancer and the high incidence of bowel dysfunction such as fecal incontinence has made its treatment a challenging endeavor [22]. In addition, the critical location of low rectal cancer predisposes it to a CRM that tends to involve the anal sphincters and surrounding organs, pelvic and ILN metastasis, and delayed anastomotic issues associated with radiation therapy (RT). As a result, patients are susceptible to uncontrolled pelvic tumors leading to sepsis, bleeding, fecal incontinence, sexual and urinary dysfunction, and pelvic pain.

In this review article, we would like to summarize recent advances in available techniques and highlight the critical and challenging issues colorectal surgeons confront in the surgical management of low-lying rectal cancer.

**CASE PRESENTATION**

The first case was a 60-year-old man who presented distal rectal cancer with metastasis of the pelvic sidewall LN. The rectal exam showed an ulcerofungating mass, circumferentially but mainly anterolaterally located at the rectum. Colonoscopy findings and rectal MRI (Fig. 1) confirmed a low-lying rectal cancer is mainly anterolaterally located, cT3 or cT4 (anterior and lateral), pelvic sidewall LN suspicious metastasis (> 8 mm) and mesorectal LN also suspicious metastasis; a coronal view of the rectal MRI showed tumor invasion to the surrounding pelvic floor. We offered standard long-course chemoradiation treatment for downstaging and reducing tumor mass. Follow-up images (Fig. 2) were taken 6 weeks after completion of preoperative long-course NCRT, showing tumor decreased in size and downstaging in the cT and cN stage.

We would like to discuss with colleagues several issues in this patient.

1) Anorectal ring level low-lying rectal cancer with risk of +CRM: With a tumor level 3 to 4 cm above the anal verge, is this patient a candidate for ELAPE? Or a candidate for partial excision of the levator ani muscle (PELM)?

2) Anterior pelvic dissection: Tumor extends laterally to the levator ani and anteriorly to the prostate level. Should we perform a tailored Denovilliers fascia (DVF) excision at the prostate level to...
To secure a negative CRM (Fig. 3 [1])?

3) Is the pelvic sidewall LN metastasis diagnosed on initial MRI an indication for pelvic LN dissection (PLND)? Or should the indication be based on post-NCRT MRI?

In this case, the patient underwent robotic total mesorectal excision (TME) plus ELAPE with anterior DVF excision below the level of the seminal vesicles (tailored excision of DVF) and PLND (Fig. 4).

Let me explain more details about the oncologic extent of surgery and why this treatment option was chosen. A post-irradiated tumor was located from 1 o’clock to 4 o’clock (counterclockwise), involving 4/5 of the rectal lumen 4 cm above the anal verge and invading the adjacent levator ani muscle. This pelvic floor extension contraindicates ultralow anterior resection or intersphincteric resection (ISR) with coloanal anastomosis (CAA) to get R0 resection, leaving APR, ELAPE, and PELM as treatment options.

To prevent+CRM at the prostate level, anterior pelvic dissection is performed with a tailored resection of DVF. In this case, although preoperative chemoradiotherapy was given, the tumor is still suspicious abutted to the prostate gland, and dissection progresses posteriorly to DVF at the level of the seminal vesicles, and transecting DVF at the prostate level changing dissection to the anterior plane between DVF and the prostate capsule, excising the distal portion of DVF and including it on the specimen. This point is essential to secure an anterior R0 margin and also a way to preserve a neurovascular bundle. Negative CRM at distal rectal cancer is essential, so the DVF excision should be tailored to the tumor level and depth of invasion as a further step in CRM clearing.

Initial pre-NCRT measurement of enlarged bilateral pelvic LN by MRI was >8 mm in size, indicating bilateral PLND. The final pathologic report showed bilateral pelvic LN were positive for cancer and postoperative, and CT showed no residual metastatic
LN at both pelvic sidewalls in this case. Proper bilateral PLND prevents local recurrence and improves survival outcomes. Indications and debates about PLND after NCRT in rectal cancer will be discussed later.

This low-lying rectal cancer invaded the ipsilateral levator ani muscle extensively, making ELAPE another non-sphincter-preserving surgical treatment option for a complete excision of levator ani avoiding CRM.

The second case is a 60-year-old lady who presented a pelvic LN metastasis as local recurrence. She received a long-course NCRT for rectal cancer between March and April 2018 and underwent robotic intersphincteric resection (ISR) and CAA with right PLND in July 2018. At that time, pathology revealed ypT3N1M0 and received an adjuvant FOLFOX chemotherapy. In August 2021, we diagnosed a local recurrence at the pelvic cavity during follow-up. In Figs. 5 and 6, we can observe a pelvic wall LN recurrence evident in positron emission tomography-CT with fluorodeoxyglucose high uptake at right pelvic LN, where previously PLND was performed at the time of first surgery. Reviewing the initial rectal MRI (March 2018), an enlarged metastatic pelvis sidewall LN is visible on the right side (Fig. 6A, B). Postoperative follow-up rectal MRI showed the LN remaining on the right pelvic sidewall, evidencing a technical failure of PLND. The technical proficiency of PLND is essential, and that is, in this case, the origin of current pelvic local recurrence. Even if the patient received NCRT, if the PLND was not done in the presence of enlarged LN or performed incompletely, a local recurrence will have a high risk of later appearing. We will discuss the indications and technical proficiency tips for PLND.

**SURGICAL MANAGEMENT**

**Surgical planning**

Surgical strategies for rectal cancer should aim not only to a curative resection but also to preserve pelvic autonomic plexus and the possibility of anal sphincter preservation with adequate voiding function [3, 23].

TME is a procedure that resects all the mesorectum just above the anal canal, containing the draining LNs and blood vessels surrounding rectal cancer [23]. A tumor-specific mesorectal excision has also been described for partially resecting the mesorectum according to the tumor's location [24, 25].

The surgical technique can be summarized in a complete mobilization of the proximal sigmoid colon and descending colon up to the splenic flexure with central vascular ligation inferior mesenteric artery (IMA, high or low ligation) with LN dissection. The mesorectal dissection should be performed between the visceral and parietal fasciae of the pelvis in an avascular plane with identification and preservation of significant structures; common iliac vessels and ureters bilaterally and the origin of the hypogastric nerves near the root of IMA [1].

A negative CRM represents a significant prognostic impact on local recurrence rates, distant metastasis, and survival to achieve a curative resection [26]. A positive CRM increases the rates of local recurrence, metastasis, and death to 40% exponentially compared with 12% of negative margin of ≥ 1 mm. There was an exponential increase in local recurrence rates, metastasis, and death with decreasing circumferential margin [26-28].

Sharp dissection of the mesorectum from the surrounding structures must be done to achieve a negative CRM [28]. The DVF has been a classical surgical landmark of anterior dissection, with recent discernments of its contribution to CRM margin in
anteriorly located tumors [29]. The DVF can be identified during the anterior dissection of the mesorectum as a shiny white layer posterior to the seminal vesicles (Fig. 7), being less evident in female where it is part of the rectovaginal septum [1]. A classification of the available anterior dissection planes of DVF has been proposed comprising 3 anatomical layers in relation with the rectum and the embryological planes of dissection: (1) close rectal plane or perimuscular, a plane within the mesorectum and behind the mesorectal fascia; (2) mesorectal plane, outside the fascia propria of the rectum and posterior to the DVF; and (3) extramesorectal plane, an anterior plane that permits the resection of DVF exposing the prostate and seminal vesicles [29]. Based on this, a customized excision of the DVF according to the tumor level and clinical T stage is believed to have both oncologic and functional significance where partial or complete excision of the DVF can be done dissecting beyond the seminal vesicles and posterior to the prostate [3].

Several meta-analyses have addressed the issue of ligating the IMA at its origin from the aorta (high ligation) or distal to the origin of the left colic artery (low ligation) with concerns in a possible incidence of anastomotic leakage (AL) or different oncological outcomes regarding the total number of LNs harvested finding no difference between high and low ligation in postoperative outcomes [30, 31].

Sphincter-preserving surgery (SPS) can be indicated when resection with negative CRM and distal resection margins (DRM) can be achieved, and an adequate anal function can be maintained [32, 33]. According to the classification described by Rullier et al. [28], SPS can be adapted to the tumor relation to the sphincter complex to achieve a free distal margin of at least 1 cm; for tumors above the anal sphincter complex, the internal sphincter is preserved, and anal mucosectomy is performed above the dentate line (DL). For juxtaanal and intraanal tumors, the internal sphincter is removed partially or totally, respectively, with ISR, including the overlying anal mucosa [28].

Currently, sphincter preservation paradigms are changing with the positive outcomes of NCRT in ultralow rectal cancer as demonstrated by the GRECCAR 1 prospective trial, where the surgical decision could be safely changed from an initial APR to an SPS after evaluating tumor response to NCRT with no oncologic outcome differences in a 10-year long-term follow-up. Recently, a novel technique has been introduced for SPS for rectal cancer with partial involvement of the unilateral levator ani muscle named PELM. This anatomic condition would have been treated with APR in previous decades [34] (Fig. 8).

**Current approaches**

The multimodality approaches for the management of rectal cancer and the operative techniques improvements of minimally invasive procedures, including laparoscopic and robotic TME, have improved the rates of local recurrence and survival after proctectomy [1]. Nevertheless, the standardized surgical steps remain in the different approaches to guarantee optimal oncologic outcomes.

Transanal local excision is indicated for noncircumferential villous adenomas and well to moderately differentiated cTis and cT1 carcinomas [4] without evidence of LN invasion, smaller than 3 cm in diameter, located between 8 to 10 cm from the anal margin and occupying less than 1/3 of the circumference of the rectum lumen, that can be accessed transanally for complete transanal excision [35], either by conventional techniques or by transanal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM) or transanal minimally invasive surgery (TAMIS), which is considered the standard procedure for this type of resection with 10-year overall survival rates of greater than 75% disease-free survival [22, 36-40].

Recent multicenter randomized clinical trials evaluated the on-
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Oncological outcomes, particularly long-term local disease control in low-lying rectal cancer, depend on obtaining a high-quality TME specimen with an intact mesorectum with adequate CRM [49, 50]. Some particular conditions can increase the complexity of transabdominal TME in certain cases; for example, visualization can be complex in an obese patient with a bulky tumor and a narrow pelvis, also pelvic bone parameters such as sacral depth or intertuberosus diameter [11], and the incline angle of pelvic floor muscle may provide an anatomical parameter that predicts TME difficulty [51] leaving limited space for adequate pelvic dissection. Furthermore, having an anteriorly located distal tumor can also complicate the situation for these patients by predisposing them to a higher risk of CRM involvement [52, 53]. The difficult introduction of instruments with a limited range of movement in the pelvis is an obstacle in ensuring a secure distal margin, sometimes requiring multiple stapler firings for resection that can increase the risk of AL [54].

In response to these challenges, transanal TME (TaTME) was developed to provide a more direct approach to the most complicated phases of dissection in the distal rectum. TaTME merges 3 established rectal surgery techniques: TME, transanal transabdominal ISR, and TAMIS [55]. The primary advantage of this technique is that the surgeon can directly visualize and define the DRM of the tumor and enter the mesorectal dissection plane at its most caudal aspect. Direct visualization allows safe dissection around the critical structures that envelop the narrow pelvis, including the vagina, prostate, and pelvic neurovascular structures. Pneumoinflation of the TME plane provides a significant amount of tissue retraction, further facilitating the rectal dissection and mobilization [55, 56]. TaTME provides short and long-term morbidity, functional and oncologic outcomes similar to laparoscopic TME (LapTME) [22, 55]. Recent studies showed that this “bottom-to-up” approach could reduce a positive rate of CRM, get an adequate DRM, and get a better complete TME specimen [22].

Patient selection

TaTME approach is optimally designed for men, patients with the narrow and deep pelvis, visceral obesity or body mass index (BMI) of >30 kg/m², prostatic hypertrophy, tumor diameter of >4 cm, distorted tissue planes such as irradiated fields, challenging to palpate tumors, and failure to progress from a traditional open or laparoscopic operative approach [55].

A consensus about the indications of TaTME was published after the second International Transanal Total Mesorectal Excision Conference [57]. Experts recommended TaTME in patients with the following characteristics: male, narrow and deep pelvis, obese, tumor less than 4 cm from anal verge, prostate enlargement, and distorted planes caused by irradiation. However, more objective parameters are necessary to predict transabdominal TME difficulty and develop a better objective parameter that can give clear indications for TaTME for middle and distal rectal cancer.

Surgical technique

TaTME is performed through an access sleeve into the anal canal; a purse-string is used to close the rectal lumen either via an open method with a standard needle driver or a laparoscopic through the access channel, utilizing luminal insufflation [56, 57]. With a closed lumen, full-thickness, circumferential division of the rectum is performed using electrocautery 1 cm distal to the purse-string stitch entering the TME dissection plane and progressed cranially until the abdominal cavity is entered. Via laparoscopy, an abdominal team provides tissue retraction and exposure besides completing the colon ligation and mobilization. Extraction of the specimen and anastomosis can be performed according to the surgeon’s choice, the patient’s anatomy, and tumor/specimen bulk [56, 57].

Postoperative complications

Recent studies from the International TaTME registry showed issues about anastomotic failure and urethral injury had been reported. The rates of anastomotic failures, such as leaks, pelvic abscesses, anastomotic fistulas, and strictures, as well as chronic sinususes, have reported an overall 30-day anastomotic leak rate of 7.8% and a delayed leak rate of 2.0%, with an overall anastomotic failure rate of 15.7% to 20% [58, 59]. Several stapled and hand-sewn techniques have been reported to perform an anastomosis after TaTME. Still, this leak rate and overall morbidity remain within an acceptable range compared to laparoscopic or robotic transabdominal TME [58].

Incorrect anterior dissection plane near the prostate urethra results in urethral injury. Sylla et al. [60] reported urethral and other urologic injuries during TaTME. The low rectal cancer develop-
ment program International TaTME registry [50, 61] reported a 0.8% incidence, 34 urethral, 2 ureteral, and 3 bladder injuries were reported. The urethral repair complication rate was 26%, with 9% of failed urethral repair requiring permanent urinary diversion; in patients with successful repair, 18% reported persistent urinary dysfunction.

Structured training such as case observation, video-based didactics, and proctoring of the first few cases are needed to improve operative outcomes. Persiani et al. [62] described the learning curve for TaTME, finding that anastomotic complications started to decrease after 27 cases and the major complication rates decreased after the 54th case and the mean operative time decreased after the 71st case.

Oncologic outcomes

A recent prospective clinical trial compared the outcomes of TaTME vs. LapTME [50] in 18 patients operated by TaTME vs. 20 patients by LapTME. Results found a significantly higher BMI in the TaTME group than in the LapTME group (P = 0.03). TaTME was associated with more transanal specimen extraction (55.5% vs. 20%, P = 0.06). No significant differences were detected in CRM, DRM, peri- or postoperative complications, or conversion rates with more reported Clavien-Dindo grade III complications in the TaTME group (P = 0.29). In the Netherlands, a prospective clinical trial [49] compared TaTME vs. LapTME with better oncologic outcomes in the TaTME group, reporting a positive CRM he resection margin in 12.2% of LapTME, vs. 4.9% of TaTME cases (P = 0.432). The TME specimen quality was complete in 84.0% of the laparoscopic cases and 92.7% of TaTME cases (P = 0.266).

On the other hand, a national decision statement was published by the Norwegian Colorectal Cancer Group in 2018 [63] after evidencing an unexpectedly high rate of early recurrences after TaTME (11.6% estimated local recurrence rate at 2.4 years) with rare multifocal growth on the pelvic sidewalls and cavity, theorizing the possibility of tumor cell spread by the airflow during dissection after rectal transection and possible looseness of the purse-string suture or technical problems like dissection in a wrong plane. In the same cohort, anastomotic leak rates after TaTME were higher than national rates for TME (8.4% of patients in the TaTME cohort compared with 4.5% of TME patients) [64]. These adverse events could be related to a progressive learning curve of the procedure, given the technical difficulties related to a bottom-to-up approach of the mesorectum; nevertheless, there was no difference in local recurrence among Norwegian high-volume and low-volume TaTME centers, raising the concern of oncologic or technical procedure-related complications that are still needed to define [34, 63]. Currently, results are being expected from the COLOR III trial, an ongoing international, multicenter, superiority, randomized trial designed to compare TaTME and conventional LapTME as the surgical treatment of mid and low rectal carcinoma [65].

Functional outcomes

The potential postoperative urinary dysfunction and poor bowel function after TaTME could affect the QoL beyond the oncologic benefits and should be discussed with the patient in the preoperative setting [66]. In this matter, 2 recent meta-analyses have compared functional anorectal and urologic outcomes between TaTME and LapTME [67, 68]; both studies did not find significant differences regarding urologic outcomes (International Prostate Syndrome Scores of 5.5 to 8.0 in the TaTME group, and 3.5 to 10.1 in the LapTME group) and anorectal functional outcomes were similar in both groups with concerning low anterior resection syndrome (LARS) scores but significantly higher in the TaTME group. In the long term, both techniques have similar oncological and functional outcomes and QoL. High LARS scores might be related to a low coloanal or colorectal anastomosis, prolonged dilatation of the external anal sphincter, and partial or total resection of the internal anal sphincter (IAS) during the procedure.

Expert comments

To overcome the learning curve and avoid surgical complications with good oncologic outcomes, adequate step-by-step training and expert proctoring are needed. This should be kept in mind to safely implement a technique proven to help the colorectal surgeon get successful outcomes in ultralow rectal cancers or complex pelvis. The favorable short-term oncologic outcomes reported for TaTME are associated with better complete TME specimen, a more extended DRM, and less positive CRM. Long-term follow-up and ongoing randomized controlled trials’ data awaited regarding functional outcomes, local recurrence, and survival.

Especially COLOR III trial, which aims to compare TaTME with LapTME, exclusion criteria for TaTME were cT3 with margin of < 1 mm from the endopelvic fascia, tumors with ingrowth in the internal sphincter or the levator ani muscle, and all cT4.

Low and ultralow anterior resections

Introduction

Low anterior resection (LAR) or ultralow LAR (uLAR) can surgically treat rectal tumors, not compromising the sphincter complex. The findings from recent studies supporting the oncologic safety of a shorter distal margin of only 1 cm [28] when it is combined with multimodality treatment and clear radial margins have changed the previous recommendation DRM of at least 5 for rectal cancer resection, allowing to perform more sphincter-preserving surgeries [69, 70]. The uLAR represents the complete resection of the rectum and mesorectum (total proctectomy), a technically ideal curative procedure when feasible.

Patient selection

Although TME is still considered the gold standard for all rectal cancers with good oncologic outcomes (5-year overall and disease-free survival of 93.2% and 79.7%, respectively) [71]. LAR is performed for tumors in the middle and upper third of the rec-
tum and occasionally for lesions in the lower third, generally located > 5 cm from the DL. The uLAR removes the rectum en bloc near the attachment point at the puborectalis for tumors located 1 to 2 cm above the DL [24].

Besides these criteria, upfront surgery can be an alternative for patients with T3N0 tumors 5 cm from the anal verge or T1–2N1 tumors. Inclusion criteria proposed for this option are negative MRI-predicted CRM, negative extramural vascular invasion, and T3a/b (extramural spread of < 5 mm) as proposed by the MERCURY [72] and QuickSilver trials [73].

**Surgical technique**

For uLAR, in the distal part of TME to expose the pelvic floor and levator muscle, we have proposed the “gate approach” dissection technique for rectum mobilization [74]. The gate approach facilitates preserving the neurovascular bundle, located external to the junction of visceral fascia and Denonvilliers fascia (DVF), and identifying the middle rectal artery (MRA) when present. This step is included in the anterolateral dissection of TME, starting behind the DVF lateral side and detaching it from the mesorectal fascia [1]. The dissection progresses to the deep pelvic floor, making a clear gate between the mesorectal fascia and the pelvic floor. In addition to the deep posterior dissection, advancing in this surgical plane will leave the lateral ligament of the rectum (LLR) and the upper soft connective tissue layer hanging like a bridge between the parietal and mesorectal fascial, where the dissection can proceed with ligation of MRA if present while preserving the pelvic plexus within the parietal wall.

If possible, the rectum is transected after complete mobilization 1 to 2 cm distal to the tumor margin with a linear endo stapler, and a double-stapled anastomosis (DST) is performed. For low-lying tumors, 1 to 2 cm near the DL, a perianal stage of the procedure is done to expose the anal canal with self-retaining retractors. The lower margin of the tumor is identified under direct vision. Rectal transection is started at exactly 2 cm distal to the tumor margin [75, 76]. The rectum’s further dissection and mobilization are continued to the lateral and anterior wall through the same plane. After the circumferential transection of the rectum, the cut edge is closed with interrupted sutures to prevent cancer cell dissemination. The specimen can be extracted by the anus and the proximal colon is then drawn to the DL without creating tension and opened to perform an end-to-end CAA above the sphincter complex [76]. For hand-sewn CAA, we use a curved taper point 4-0 needle with absorbable thread to a layer-to-layer anastomosis (Fig. 9A). A pelvic suction drain is placed before closure, and a temporary derivative loop ileostomy is made closed 8 to 12 weeks after surgery.

**Postoperative complications**

In a comparative retrospective study, an anastomotic leak occurred in 8.1% and 1.3% of patients with TME and partial mesorectal excision, respectively (P < 0.001), with a higher leakage rate in tumors requiring a TME than in those higher tumors where partial mesorectal excision provides adequate mesorectal clearance [71, 77].

A Japanese retrospective multivariate multicenter analysis [52], found a significant relation with tumor size (≥ 4 cm) and tumor category (T4) as independent risk factors for postoperative complications, although pathologic resection margins were negative in all patients. In Korea, we found postoperative complications were associated with poorer oncologic outcomes and negatively impacted 5-year disease-free survival after laparoscopic LAR for rectal cancer [78]. The local recurrence rate in the complication group increases more than in the noncomplication group.

Late complications can be observed in 7% of cases, with a higher
risk for patients who received NCRT. Late complications can manifest as fistula (39.7%), chronic sinus (31.1%), and stenosis (29.2%) being symptomatic in 80% of cases and representing a complex situation for the colorectal surgeon.

**Oncologic outcomes**

Although initially, performing uLAR for low rectal cancer was a controversial choice, it has been proved that sphincter-saving surgeries do not affect the survival or recurrence after a curative resection for adenocarcinoma of the rectum at or below the peritoneal reflection when a uLAR is adequately performed with a 2-cm DRM, achieving comparable local recurrence and survival rates similar to APR [13]. In the same way, the anastomosis techniques (DST or CAA) do not show any difference in disease-free and disease-specific survival rates and the frequency and location of recurrence [79].

For cT1–2/N1, cT3N patients without CRM involvement nor lateral LN metastasis, upfront surgery without neoadjuvant therapy can be considered in early-stage patients with a good prognosis [80]. In our experience, oncologic outcomes of LAR and uLAR are significantly affected by positive ypN stage (hazard ratio [HR], 2.110; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.144–3.892; P = 0.017) and tumor regression grade of 3 or more (HR, 2.962; 95% CI, 1.434–6.19; P = 0.003) with a recurrence rate of 20.0% in our locally advanced rectal cancer patients, coinciding with National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines where a recurrence rate of 20.8% is reported [81]. The high incidence of distant metastasis of rectal cancer, especially lung metastasis, can be explained as hematogenous metastasis by bypassing the liver via direct venous drainage into the vena cava [81–83].

**Functional outcomes**

Most of the patients (approximately 90%) who undergo SPS for low rectal develop LARS. The symptoms are diverse, including increased bowel movement frequency, urgency, fecal incontinence, sense of incomplete emptying, and fragmentation. The leading causes of LAR are presumed to be anal sphincter damage during the operation, reduced neorectal compliance as a reservoir, altered motility of the neorectum possibly caused by denervation during deep pelvic dissection, and NCRT [47]. It has been speculated that the long duration between the creation of protective ileostomy and its reversal could worsen neorectal compliance and lead to LARS; however, recent studies confirm it was not a significant independent predictor of post-closure complications rate [84].

To improve the reduced neorectal compliance as a reservoir after a coloanal or colorectal anastomosis, a multicenter prospective randomized study anastomosis aimed to evaluate the impact on QoL and bowel function when comparing colonic J-pouch (CJP) and straight colorectal reconstruction LAR, concluding that there is no significant difference between groups that support the routine use of CJP reconstruction [85].

As an alternative to CJP reconstruction, a side-to-end CAA (SEA) or Baker type [86, 87] has been widely used as an effective anastomotic strategy to achieve similar postoperative bowel function without increasing the risk of complications compared with CJP anastomosis. In this technique, a DST anastomosis is performed, extracting the anvil on the free side of the proximal colon, 5 cm proximal to the stapled resection margin, and secured with a purse-string suture (Fig. 9B). Finally, the stapler is inserted transanally, and the SEA is completed [88]. A comparative meta-analysis was conducted by Hou et al. [89], finding that advantages of SEA include a shorter operating time, a higher anorectal rest pressure, higher defecation frequency 12 months after surgery, with no difference in postoperative complications and oncologic outcomes.

In terms of sexual and voiding functions, some studies have demonstrated the importance of pelvic autonomic nerve preservation during TME. A Dutch TME trial showed overall sexual dysfunction in 76% of male patients and 62% of female patients. Voiding dysfunctions, including urinary incontinence, retention, urgency, and incomplete voiding, are known to be less severe than sexual dysfunctions, and the incidence has been reported to be > 30% [47].

**Expert comments**

The uLAR represents one of the most common surgical procedures performed by colorectal surgeons for distal rectal cancer. Preoperatively, a thoughtful evaluation of the rectal MRI should determine any close relations between the tumor and the surgical dissection planes at the deep pelvis. Especially, attention should be paid to the extent and location of the tumor, the relation between levator ani and the distal tumor border. These pieces of information should be kept in mind during the sharp anatomical dissection of the mesorectum, which should be performed circumferentially down to the pelvic floor.

Several intraoperative complications have been described for uLAR and LAR during the transanal or perineal approach. A cross-sectional study regarding surgical errors by junior fellows and trainees in low rectal cancer surgery has recently been published, with exciting conclusions [90]; in this cohort, inadvertent injuries were made during preparation for the DST CAA by either forceful introduction of the circular stapler, inadequate purse-string sutures or incidental opening of the stapled anorectal stump. Senior consultants successfully managed all injuries by coloanal hand-sewn anastomosis, colon pull-through, or combined abdominal and perineal approach. Studies like this recall the attention for specialized proctoring and structured training programs focused on developing competencies in young surgeons to overcome incidental surgical complications.

Regarding the coloanal reconstruction, in some instances, the CJP may not fit at deep narrow pelvis in male patients. Personally, we think CJP does not improve LARS; therefore, we prefer to use straight CAA, which shows acceptable functional outcomes with long-term improvement of the number of bowel movements per
day and urgency or soilage events [91].

A novel technique for precision functional SPS has been proposed in Shanghai by Zhuang et al. [92] with the use of a newly transanal microsurgery system proposed by Zhuang et al. [93] to precisely resect rectal tumors and preserve sphincter function in ultralow rectal cancer patients. During the perineal stage of the surgery, a transparent screw-shaped anal dilator creates an open field to help in the measurement, localization, and resection of the lower edge of the tumor. The rectum is transected, and the specimen is taken out through an anoscope to avoid abdominal incision. A special device aids in supporting the proximal bowel end to perform a full-thickness anastomosis, and another special transanal tube (TAT) is placed afterward without a routine prophylactic stoma [94]. Although more studies need to be done to evaluate different long-term oncological and functional outcomes, this minimally invasive natural orifice specimen extraction technique promises to enhance surgical efficiency, reduce the need for prophylactic stoma and surgery-related costs with minor abdominal incisions.

Intersphincteric resection

Introduction

Schiessel et al. [95] introduced ISR in 1994 in Australia as a safe surgical treatment option for low-lying rectal cancer with good oncologic and functional outcomes. In Japan, in early 2000, a multicenter phase II clinical trial evaluated the safety and feasibility of ISR for low-lying rectal cancer in a total of 110 patients [96] being able to currently offer for low-lying T1 or T2 rectal cancer ISR as a standard surgical treatment option [96, 97]. A safety and feasibility study of laparoscopic ISR for low-lying rectal cancer demonstrated the favorable short-term outcomes on stage 0 and 1 low rectal cancer with complete preservation of pelvic autonomic plexus [98].

For ultralow rectal cancer, the absence of the mesorectum in the most distal portion is the key to the interest in removing the internal sphincter to widen the CRM unless the tumor had invaded the external sphincter [33, 99]. A surgical dissection between the internal and external anal sphincter can be performed to resect the rectum en bloc with the IAS and the anal mucosa. This procedure combines the transabdominal with an anal approach and a hand-sewn CAA.

Patient selection

The resection line of the rectum or anal canal varies depending on the distance of the tumor from the anal verge and the extent of ISR (Fig. 10) [33, 99-101]. The technique variations include: partial ISR is defined as a 1/3 resection of the upper part of the internal sphincter performed when there is enough distal margin above the DL starting the resection at this point, subtotal ISR as a 2/3 resection of the internal sphincter when the distal edge of the tumor is > 2 cm from the DL, starting the resection between the DL and intersphincteric groove (ISG), and total ISR as a complete resection of the internal sphincter with resection from the ISG performed when the tumor has spread beyond the DL [47, 100].

Surgical techniques

The perineal dissection can be done as the first or second stage of operation regarding the surgeon’s preference. An initial perineal dissection could help determine the extent of distal resection and guarantee a safe CRM. The technique begins with adequate exposure of the anal canal and anatomical landmarks (anococcygeal ligament, levator ani muscle, puborectalis, and DVF in males and rectovaginal septum or anterior dense tissue in females) by exposure of the anal canal with self-retaining retractors.

The anatomical landmark to start the procedure is the ISG or Hilton’s line identified by digital rectal examination (Fig. 11 [102]). For hydrodissection and hemostasis, 0.25% bupivacaine mixed with epinephrine can be injected into the submucosa below the DL. A distal margin of resection of 1 to 2 cm long is determined under direct view. Circumferential incision of the mucosa is performed according to the appropriate ISR extent (partial, subtotal, or total). The rectum can be closed transanally by a...
purse-string suture to avoid tumor seeding and prevent contamination of the intraluminal contents.

The intersphincteric plane is utilized for dissecting in an avascular plane, beginning with a posterior dissection, begins at the level of the DL for partial-ISR cases, between the DL and the ISG for subtotal-ISR cases, or at the ISG for total-ISR cases, identifying the anococcygeal ligament and a dense fibrous tissue composed of smooth muscles connecting the distal rectum to the coccyx [102]. Dissection progresses laterally, exposing the levator ani muscle and puborectalis, separating the lower part of the pelvic floor from the rectum. The muscular rectal wall is freed using cautery at the level of the anorectal ring, and division of the superior sheath of the pelvic floor and the presacral Waldeyer's fascia allows to reach the abdominal dissection [28]. Full mobilization is confirmed using the index finger. Careful anterior dissection should be performed to avoid injuries to the urethra anteriorly and the rectum posteriorly [103].

The rectum can then be extracted and resected through the anal canal or an abdominal incision. Care should be taken to avoid sphincter injury or tumor perforation during specimen extraction in a narrow pelvis, bulky mesorectum, or large tumors that can difficult the extraction.

After confirming adequate margin, the proximal rectum is transected. Stay sutures are taken on the left and right sides of the proximal colon. The mesocolon orientation is confirmed transabdominally to avoid twisting the anastomotic segment when the colon is delivered into the pelvic cavity, and anastomotic tension should be avoided. Adequate colonic length can be ensured by splenic flexure mobilization or high ligation of inferior mesenteric vein (IMV).

A DST anastomosis can be feasible in partial or subtotal ISR, and a manual purse-string suture is made around the anoderm to facilitate the use of the circular stapler. For total ISR, a hand-sewn CAA (Fig. 12 [102]) with a curved taper point 4-0 needle with absorbable thread full-thickness anastomosis. Finally, pelvic drains and a rectal tube are placed, and a protective loop ileostomy is performed [47].
**Postoperative complications**

ISR is not recommended for cases with poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas or preoperative compromise of anal continence, nor patients with tumor invasion to the external anal sphincter or the levator ani muscle [24]. Systematic reviews have reported an R0 resection rate of patients who underwent ISR was 97.0%, the AL rate range of 4.3% to 9.1%, and development of CAA strictures in 8.4% to 15.9% [24, 47].

Anastomotic complications (leakage and stricture) have been identified as risk factors for permanent stoma after ISR for ultralow rectal cancer with a significant incidence of permanent stoma between the ISR groups (partial vs. subtotal vs. total, 8.3% vs. 20% vs. 25.8%; P = 0.02) and a 5-year cumulative incidence of permanent stoma of 17.4% [104].

Mucosal prolapse at the site of anastomosis (Fig. 12D) have also been reported in several case series with an incidence of 4.6% to 5.9% [105-107] and diagnosed within a median of 6 months after partial or total ISR, with a higher incidence in female (9.5%) than male (2.5%) [108]. Mucosal prolapse is explained by Alessa et al. [106] due to increased intra-abdominal pressure postoperatively, a thin neorectal wall compared to the rectum, loss of IAS pressure, and the use of a redundant colon segment for CAA. Several treatment options have been described, as the Delorme procedure, redo of CAA by Altemeier procedure, or APR for severe incontinent patients [105, 107, 108].

**Oncologic outcomes**

Recent evidence suggests that ISR is an oncologically acceptable surgical technique for low rectal cancer, similar to APR. In the original long-term cohort of Schiessel et al. [95], 6 patients (5.3%) developed local recurrence, and 4 (3.5%) died within a median follow-up time of 94 months [95]. Denost et al. [109] analyzed 303 patients who underwent ISR in a single institution for 25 years. The 5-year local recurrence was 3.5% to 4.3%, disease-free survival was 73%. In our study, we reported 3-year cumulative local recurrence was 9.1%, and 3-year disease-free survival was 79.2% [91]. Similar results were reported in a Japanese study of 2,125 patients, with a 5-year overall survival rate of 92.8% for stage I, 89.3% for stage II, and 73.6% for stage III, and the 5-year cumulative local recurrence rate after ISR was 11.5% in a follow-up period of 58 months [97]. The systemic review by Akagi et al. [100] yielded satisfactory oncologic outcomes, with reported rates of 19.24% for overall recurrence, 2.5% to 19.0% of distant metastasis, and 0% to 22.7% for local recurrence rates. The survival rates were favorable with disease-free and overall 5-year survival rates ranging from 69% to 86% and 79% to 97%, respectively [97].

The use of robotic systems has considerably influenced the oncological outcomes of the ISR technique in recent years. Studies comparing long-term feasibility between robotic ISR and laparoscopic ISR have demonstrated no significant differences in local recurrence, overall survival, or disease-free survival between the 2 techniques. Moreover, investigators have lauded the ergonomic efficiency of the robotic platform, with improved dexterity and visualization [46, 110].

**Functional outcomes**

After rectal cancer surgery, QoL faces 2 different challenges; between a good-functioning permanent stoma with a life-changing body image and the risk of a poor-functioning CAA.

The most critical point in preventing urinary and sexual dysfunction is to avoid injury to the autonomic nerves, including the superior and inferior hypogastric nerve plexus and neurovascular bundles going into genitourinary organs. Failure in bladder emptying is generally known to resolve within 3 months; however, symptoms persisting after 6 months are reported to be mostly permanent. Sexual dysfunction from partial injury of nerves is usually resolved within 3 to 6 months; however, delay in the treatment of sexual dysfunction might lead to permanent dysfunction [47].

As the extent of resection of the anal sphincter becomes wider, postoperative defecatory dysfunction (e.g., fecal incontinence) becomes a more severe problem, with 42% of patients experiencing major postoperative bowel dysfunction reported rates [109]. In particular, it has been reported that the incidence of defecatory dysfunction is high in patients who receive preoperative RT, those with AL, and the elderly [24].

We have compared ISR functional outcomes vs. uLAR for low rectal cancer in 146 patients [91] finding a higher incidence of major fecal incontinence in the ISR group (75.9% vs. 49.3%; P = 0.016), with similar overall survival and disease-free survival rates. The median Wexner score varied significantly between the groups; the score was lower in the uLAR group than in the ISR group (10 vs. 14, P = 0.043).

The long-term results of ISR obtained by Yamada et al. [97] also showed that even though ISR achieved a reasonable survival rate with low mortality and morbidity, postoperative fecal incontinence was significantly high. Defecatory incontinence was present in 37.7% of cases, with no significant difference in bowel frequency according to the type of ISR performed. The incontinence rate of patients with straight CAA anastomosis was significantly higher than in those with a CJP or end-to-side reconstruction.

Nevertheless, evacuation disorders such as inability to get to the toilet in time (86.5%), sense of incomplete evacuation (85.4%), and having another bowel movement within 15 minutes from the previous 1 (81.3%) also constipation, dyschezia, need for enemas, and other symptoms were reported in both studies, and although not being statistically significant represents a factor compromising the patients QoL [91, 97].

A review by Park and Kim [111] summarized important insights about the possible reasons for poor long-term functional outcomes and compromised QoL in some ISR cases. Besides the deleterious influences in the anorectal function of NCRT, continence is mainly compromised by the partial or complete removal of the IAS, with a subsequent fall in the resting anal pressure. This
anal sphincter insufficiency accompanied with neorectal insufficiency by straight CAA limits the tolerable rectal volume, clinically expressed with tenesmus, urgency, and anal incontinence (with rates of major incontinence ranging from 0% to 25.8% after an ISR). Anorectal compliance might be improved by reservoir-type anastomosis like CJP or Baker side-to-end anastomosis lowering the risk of LARS and improving QoL in patients with internal sphincter resection.

Expert comments
Understanding the anorectal sphincter complex and surrounding neurovascular structures is essential for optimal oncologic and functional outcomes in distal rectal cancer surgery. The anatomical anal canal is defined as beginning at the DL ending at the anal verge. On the other hand, the surgical anal canal is between the anorectal ring and the anal verge. The anorectal ring is usually palpable as a tight ring structure, and when patients are asked to squeeze the anal sphincter, it moves anteriorly. The anorectal ring consists of the external anal sphincter and the puborectalis muscles and is a good landmark for locating the tumor or the level of colorectal anastomosis. The anal canal has a cylindrical double-layered shape. The inner layer is composed of the IAS and the conjoined longitudinal muscle, innervated by the autonomic nervous system (Fig. 13 [112]). In contrast, the outer layer is composed of the puborectalis muscle and external anal sphincter stimulated by somatic nerves. The groove between the internal and the external anal sphincter can be easily palpated and will be a landmark for ISR for low-lying rectal cancer; the ISG [1, 3, 11].

We have observed that some patients who underwent ISR without radiation showed excellent functional outcomes, which we am surprised to hear. We would like to address the functional role of conjoined longitudinal muscle. Of course, the portion of removal of IAS affects the functional outcomes, and the intersphincteric approach will destroy this muscle structure, which may impact the anorectal function.

We recommend reading the article written by Tsukada et al. [113], “Topographic anatomy of the anal sphincter complex and levator ani muscle as it relates to intersphincteric resection for very low rectal disease,” where they describe that the length of attachment of the longitudinal muscle to the levator ani muscle is longer in the anterolateral portion and shorter in the posterior portion of the anal canal (Fig. 14 [114]). Usually, the ISR technique included the IAS and conjoined longitudinal muscle in the specimen, dividing it from the levator ani muscle, either by the transabdominal or perineal approach. The longest attachment area was the lateral part (between longitudinal muscle and levator ani muscle) based on this study.

Technically, we prefer the transabdominal approach, dissecting to the anal hiatus at the level of the pelvic floor, and a second time for the perineal approach where a circumferential incision is made on the intersphincteric groove, and dissection is circumferentially done, starting posteriorly. This way, the surgeon’s dissection will make easy progress anterolaterally and then anteriorly, being careful not to damage the rectourethralis muscle, vagina, or other urogenital structures. For optimal functional results, it is crucial to select the right patient.

Partial excision of levator ani muscle
Introduction
We have recently introduced the PELM technique followed by ISR and CAA to preserve the anal sphincter function and obtain oncologic outcomes while avoiding permanent colostomy in tu-
mors invading one side of the levator ani [34]. A unilateral excision of the levator ani and deep part of the external sphincter through the intersphincteric plane is slightly more advanced than ISR alone and not as wide as APR (Fig. 15 [115]) [116].

**Patient selection**

Similar to the ISR concept, PELM achieves a good CRM for tumors at the level of the anorectal junction performing the dissection and excision of the levator ani muscle compromised through the intersphincteric plane without compromising anal function [47]. Significant downstaging and downsizing of tumors after NCRT has facilitated resections permitting SPS and CAA for patients who would otherwise not have been candidates for this type of surgery [116].

Inclusion criteria for patients who can benefit from this technique are those with tumors located at the level of the anorectal ring, unilaterally invading or abutting the ipsilateral levator ani muscle, and intact external anal sphincter or tumors [47, 117].

**Surgical technique**

Initially, TME is performed classically during the abdominal phase in this technique, followed by dissection toward the levator ani muscles. Perineal dissection begins with anal exposure and a circumferential incision in the ISG, advancing the dissection in the intersphincteric avascular plane. On the tumor side, dissection advances diagonally to include deep portion of the external anal sphincter and the ipsilateral levator ani muscle before entering the pelvis; this dissection is performed between the internal and external anal sphincter to the level about 0.5 to 1 cm below the tumor, where the direction of the dissection turned transversally to include the deep part of the external sphincter until the ischiorectal fossa fat could be visualized [117]. On the opposite side, dissection progresses in a cephalad direction through the intersphincteric plane, preserving the ipsilateral sphincter complex. The specimen is extracted transanal, and a hand-sewn CAA and a protective ileostomy are performed [34, 47]. It is essential to recall that resection and anastomosis are made diagonal due to the asymmetrical resection of the distal rectum (Figs. 16, 17).

**Postoperative and oncologic outcomes**

In a case series of 23 consecutive patients who underwent robotic PELM for low rectal cancer at the anorectal ring level invading or abutting the ipsilateral levator ani muscle, the PELM technique demonstrated favorable postoperative surgical outcomes with 1 local recurrence at the anastomotic site 4 months after surgery and 2 systemic recurrences in the lung and liver at 25 and 6 months after surgery, respectively. During a median follow-up of 44 months, the 3-year local recurrence rate was 14.4%. In terms of functional outcomes, incontinence was present in 2 patients with

---

**Fig. 15.** Partial excision of levator ani muscle (LAM). DL, dentate line; IAS, internal anal sphincter; EAS, external anal sphincter; ISS, intersphincteric space; ISG, intersphincteric groove. Adapted from Yang et al. [115] with permission of Wiley.

**Fig. 16.** Diagonal coloanal anastomosis for coloanal anastomosis for partial excision of the levator ani muscle. DL, dentate line; IAS, internal anal sphincter; EAS, external anal sphincter; ISS, intersphincteric space; ISG, intersphincteric groove.
an average mean Wexner score of 9.4 for 6 of 13 patients who underwent ileostomy reversal (Fig. 18) [47].

**Expert comments**

NCRT followed by robotic PELM with ISR and CAA may provide increased opportunity to preserve the anal sphincter in patients with tumors invading the ipsilateral levator ani muscle at the level of the anorectal ring. Decades ago, these cases had been treated with APR and a permanent colostomy. Based on our cadaveric studies, the levator ani muscle is attached directly to the lateral surface of the longitudinal smooth muscle of the rectum.

Our microscopic findings at the level of the anorectal ring showed that the levator ani muscle partially overlaps with the external anal sphincter, as smooth and skeletal muscles intermingled with each other (Figs. 19 [115], 20 [117]).

PELM is a new surgical alternative to APR for low rectal cancer invading the ipsilateral levator ani muscle at the level of the anorectal ring. This procedure can be maximized when combined with robotic surgery. However, this technique needs longer follow-up to validate the oncological and functional safety.

**Abdominoperineal resection and extralevator abdominoperineal excision**

*Introduction*

APR, or Miles operation, has been the gold standard treatment for low rectal cancer since 1907 [99]. Nevertheless, the high risk of specimen wasting and high rates of local recurrence and perineal wound complications lead to a more radical procedure by applying an extended posterior perineal approach by Shihab et al. [118], which resulted in a cylindrical specimen and avoided the “waisting” associated with conventional APR.

*Patient selection*

The ELAPE is explicitly indicated for low rectal tumors involving the levator complex whom MRI showed a T3 or T4 tumor located within 6 cm from the anal verge or those with fixed and tethered tumors on rectal examination and poor response to preoperative chemoradiotherapy infiltrating the external sphincter or levator muscles [119].

**Defecography, 1 year after ileostomy closure**

![Defecography images](image)

Fig. 18. Conventional defecography showed an acceptable anorectal angle one year after ileostomy closure in a patient who underwent partial excision of the levator ani muscle.
Surgical technique

A purse-string suture is used to close the anus to begin the procedure. Anatomic landmarks are identified (ischiorectal fossae laterally, the perineal body anteriorly, and the coccyx posteriorly) to delimit the elliptical incision and progress the circumferential dissection. The ELAPE technique closely resembles Miles’ original APR operation, which involves careful mobilization of the mesorectum up to the level of the levator muscles; however, in this approach, the dissection is continued along the outer surface of the levator muscles proximally until the insertion onto the pelvic sidewall, leaving the levators attached to the mesorectum and creating a cylindrical specimen with more tissue covering the tumor in the distal rectum. In the traditional APR, the dissection plane is outside the external sphincter muscle and progresses cephalad through the levator ani.

Critical points during the circumferential dissection are the ano-coccygeal ligament and the coccyx that might be disarticulated from the sacrum and removed along with the specimen to obtain an appropriate margin. Posteriorly, the dissection plane should stay in the avascular plane to avoid inadvertent vascular injuries to the presacral venous plexus or the internal iliac vessels. Anteriorly, dissection should be done carefully to protect the vagina in females and seminal vesicles/prostate in males, in addition to the urethra and trigone muscle of the urinary bladder [1].

The perineal phase of the procedure can be executed with the patient in a prone jackknife or lithotomy position [118, 120]. The prone jackknife position provides better visualization by allowing the rectum to descend outward after opening the pelvis, thereby revealing the plane between the rectum and the adjacent organs and preventing inadvertent tumor perforation [17, 121, 122]. Although the prone approach for APR is associated with decreased operative time and more precise perineal dissection with greater exposure, surgical positioning does not appear to make a difference regarding perineal wound infections, intraoperative perforation of the rectum, CRM positivity, or 5-year local recurrence [123]. Neither prone nor lithotomy position for ELAPE or APR have presented significant differences regarding bladder dysfunction, or sexual dysfunction, resulting from nerve damage [122]. Although some studies have suggested that in the prone jackknife position, the membranous portion of the urethra is more susceptible to injury and that a change in position might increase operating time and the risks of cardiac arrest or severe acute kidney failure [124].

Regarding the perineal wound closure, 2 recent metaanalyses compared the outcomes of primary perineal closure with those of biological mesh reconstruction, finding no significant difference in the overall early wound complications rate, wound infection, or dehiscence rates, and chronic sinus or pain after primary closure or biological mesh reconstruction. After 1 year, the incidence of perineal hernia was significantly high after primary closure of the perineal wounds (odds ratio, 0.400; 95% CI, 0.240–0.665; P = 0.001). Both studies found that the perineal hernia rate was sig-
nificantly lower in biologic mesh reconstruction as compared to primary closure and the operation time and hospital stay were shorter after primary perineal closure [125, 126]. Other studies have shown a lower incidence of surgical site infection using prophylactic negative-pressure wound therapy to prevent wound-related complications in surgery, with a risk reduction of about 25% to 30% [127].

**Postoperative complications**

Compared with traditional APR, the ELAPE was associated with a reduction in the rate of intraoperative perforation, lower rate of intraoperative perforation, and local recurrence, without any increase in the CRM positivity and postoperative perineal wound complication rate when compared with traditional APR in the surgical treatment of low rectal cancer [128, 129].

Although Habr-Gama et al. [130] reported that wound dehiscence is less likely to occur after ELAPE, because the ELAPE procedure has a better field of view and more precise homeostasis than APR, this technique might result in a significant perineal defect which needs reconstruction by a flap or biological mesh with increased perineal morbidity in the short- and longer-term [131]. A single-center retrospective study analyzed complications in ELAPE and APR with perineal wound complications present in 42% of patients who underwent ELAPE compared to 34% who underwent conventional APR. Among the patients who underwent ELAPE, 19% had wound infection, 19% had wound dehiscence, and 4% had flap loss [132]. In Sweden, a cross-sectional study evaluated 545 patients through the Swedish Colorectal Cancer Registry to investigate the prevalence of perineal symptoms 3 years after APR or ELAPE [131].

Perineal symptoms occurred in 50% of all patients. Delayed healing of the perineal wound (>4 weeks) occurred more frequently after extralevator ELAPE than after conventional APR (32% vs. 11%, P < 0.001), delayed healing was associated with an increased risk of more severe perineal symptoms (pain, sitting disability, paraesthesia, perineal tension, sensation of tingling/stinging between, and perineal cramps or sensation of urgency).

**Oncologic outcomes**

West et al. [133] demonstrated the oncologic superiority of the ELAPE technique in a retrospective study by comparing specimens obtained from ELAPE to those taken using the conventional APR technique. The ELAPE technique cleared away more tissue at the distal rectum, which consequently resulted in lower rates of CRM involvement (14.8% vs. 40.6%, P = 0.013) and intraoperative perforations (3.7% vs. 22.8%, P = 0.0255) than conventional APR. Kasai et al. [134] analyzed single-center experiences about APR. The patients received either the robot or laparoscopic approach. They found the incidence of urinary dysfunction and perineal wound infection were lower, and length of hospital stay showed shorter in the robotic approach.

Recently, Matsuda et al. [135] reported the feasibility and safety of transperineal minimal invasive APR for low rectal cancer to avoid the positive CRM and autonomic nerve injuries associated with APR. This technique adapts TaTME by performing the perineal phase of APR using a transanal single-port device and laparoscopic instruments for better visualization and dissection. In a 25 cases series, they concluded this approach seems superior to conventional laparoscopic APR in terms of short-term outcomes, with significantly lower rates of urinary disturbance and perineal wound infection with similar pathological outcomes and no local recurrences in 18-month follow-up.

**Expert comments**

We would like to raise the attention to a couple of issues about APR. One of the main reasons APR had a poor prognosis was a high rate of CRM+. Therefore, when distal rectal cancer is encountered with invasion to the levator ani, we try to excise the levator to avoid CRM+, so ELAPE should be considered to obtain a sufficient CRM. For this technique, knowledge of the pelvic floor's anatomy is essential. The en bloc resection of the pelvic floor and the mesorectal fascia is essential to get a cylindrically shaped specimen. Unless the anatomy of the pelvic floor is fully understood, the excision of the levator ani muscle at its origin could be challenging and lead to an inadequate ELAPE. The levator ani muscle is more expanded and more visible in the jackknife position, and some surgeons insist that a jackknife position is necessary during this stage of the procedure. However, a transabdominal division of the extralevator through a robotic approach of the pelvic floor after robotic TME in Lloyd-Davies position is also an excellent way to perform ELAPE, facilitating the subsequent perineal dissection in the lithotomy position.

**DEBATED ISSUES**

**Pelvic lateral lymph node dissection**

**Introduction**

TME is the gold standard treatment of mid and low rectal cancer, but PLND has been suggested as an approach to decrease recurrence and improve survival [136]. The high incidence of pelvic node metastasis is currently a critical issue in the management of low rectal cancer, creating controversies in the concept of regional vs. distant dissemination of the disease once it has already escaped the confines of the CRM and involved the lateral pelvic LN (LPLNs; obturator, internal iliac, external iliac, and/or common iliac basin) [47].

**Patient selection**

In most Western centers, abnormal LPLNs were initially treated with standard NCRT and assumed to be sterilized by mostly extended beam radiotherapy to include the lateral LNs (LLNs) basins, followed by TME without PLND [136]. Nevertheless, the incidence of enlarged LPLNs remains high after NCRT. According to the Japanese guidelines, PLND is mandatory when the lower
border of the tumor is located distal to the peritoneal reflection, and the tumor has invaded beyond the muscularis propria [24]. Regarding the size criteria, the definition of abnormal LPLNs varies between a short axis of 5 to 10 mm [137]. Pre-NCRT LLNs of > 5 mm short axis are present in 16% to 23% of patients with a primary locally advanced rectal cancer. Although the prognosis of these cases is poor, in general, 40% to 50% of patients with R0 resection reportedly achieved 5-year survival [137].

A multinational, multicenter study recently reported that the 5-year lateral pelvic wall recurrence rate was 19.5% in patients with an LPLN size of > 7 mm on preoperative MRI who were treated with TME only. However, the addition of selective PLND could significantly reduce the recurrence rate to 5.7%, suggesting that TME after NCRT may be insufficient in patients with enlarged LPLN and that selective PLND may reduce local recurrence in this group [138, 139].

The criteria for cases where lateral LN dissection can be omitted are unclear. On the other hand, direct-to-surgery rectal resection with PLND is a treatment strategy commonly employed in Japan to improve oncological outcomes for rectal cancer was associated with worse local and total recurrence [24]. Nevertheless, a recent comparative study of patients with low rectal cancer who underwent direct-to-surgery resection and PLND vs. those who underwent TME alone found no difference in 5-year overall survival rate or 5-year disease-free survival rate [140].

**Surgical technique**

PLND is a technically complex procedure [141]. After TME is performed, the ureter and hypogastric nerve are secured to establish the inner border of dissection. Starting from the iliac artery bifurcation, dissection proceeds along the external iliac artery and the external iliac vein until the major psoas muscle is reached. Once the presence of the obturator nerve, obturator vein, and obturator artery is confirmed, nerve-sparing dissection proceeds in a caudal direction, with the dissection along the obturator artery progressing from its origin toward the periphery to allow complete extirpation of the obturator LN. After removing the obturator LN, dissection of the internal iliac LN begins and is carried out until the Alcock canal area to ensure completeness. The lymphadenectomy is concluded with the en bloc removal of the tumor and suspicious LN specimen [138].

**Postoperative complications**

According to a recent meta-analysis, PLND is associated with longer operation time and increased complication rate [136]. The median operation time for PLND+TME was significantly longer than TME alone (360 minutes vs. 294.7 minutes, P = 0.02). PLND+TME was associated with higher odds of overall complications and urinary dysfunction than TME alone. Both groups had similar rates of male sexual dysfunction, AL, local recurrence, distant metastasis, overall survival, and disease-free survival. PLND also represents a high incidence of complications with a risk of urinary dysfunction and a higher possibility of sexual dysfunction, especially when PLND is performed in overweight patients [142, 143]. However, different opinions from Japan also suggested that PLND did not increase the risk of urinary nor sexual dysfunctions, stating that the risk of urinary dysfunctions was related to the blood loss and the tumor location and sexual dysfunctions were associated with the age of patients [144, 145].

**Oncologic outcomes**

A propensity score matching analysis of pT3/T4 lower rectal cancer cases in the Japanese Society for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum (JSCCR) colorectal cancer registry from 1995 to 2004 also showed that the 5-year overall survival rate of patients with lateral LN dissection was better than that of those without dissection (68.9% vs. 62.0%) [137]. Thus, even in cases in which preoperative chemoradiotherapy is performed, the omission of lateral LN dissection is not recommended.

Regarding the clinical value of lateral LN dissection in cases without evident lateral LN metastasis, the JCOG0212 study examined the noninferiority of the mesorectal excision alone to the mesorectal excision with PLND (ME+PLND) with the primary endpoints of relapse-free survival [146]. This study was conducted for patients with no lateral LNs with a short-axis diameter of > 10 mm on preoperative CT or MRI and whose tumor was located in the rectum, with the lower tumor margin below the peritoneal reflection. The frequency of local recurrence in the TME+PLND group was significantly lower than that in the TME alone group (7.4% vs. 12.6%) without significant differences in the overall survival rate or local recurrence-free survival rate.

Kusters et al. [69, 147] also compared the oncological outcomes of low rectal cancer treatment between Japan and the Netherlands. They reported a 5-year local recurrence rate of 6.9% in the Japanese TME+PLND group and 5.8% in Dutch TME with NCRT group, with recurrence rates in the lateral pelvis of 2.2% and 27%, respectively. These results suggest that NCRT and PLND may result in similar oncologic outcomes.

Assuming the NCRT can sterilize most LPLN metastasis based on previous literature, NCRT+TME offers a similar local control to TME+PLND with 5% to 10% of 5-year local recurrence rates in advanced rectal cancer.

PLND, in addition to NCRT, may improve locoregional control in Western patients with low rectal cancer and abnormal LLMs. A recent international multicenter cohort study conducted at 6 centers from the Netherlands, the United States, and Australia showed beneficial oncological outcomes when a PLND is performed along with TME surgery after NCRT in Western patients with pretreatment abnormal LLMs in terms of lower lateral local recurrence rate and local recurrence rate [137, 140]. Patients with low rectal cancers with abnormal LLMs (> 5 mm short axis in the obturator, internal iliac, external iliac, and/or common iliac basin) who underwent NCRT and TME were compared to similarly staged patients who underwent a PLND in addition to NCRT and...
TME. Between groups, the local recurrence rate was 3% for the PLND group vs. 11% for no PLND. Disease-free and overall survival were similar, being PLND an independent significant factor for local recurrences [136].

Besides technical difficulty and potential complications, the improvement in disease-free survival rates after PLND suggests that lateral nodal disease is rather a local than a distant issue. Several Japanese centers have begun performing selective PLND in patients with enlarged (>7 mm) ILNs after NCRT [148, 149]. Eastern surgeons are adopting NCRT with indicated LLNDs to prevent overtreatment [148, 149], and Western surgeons gradually recognize that LLR is a significant issue in certain patients [10].

Another question is if intensifying RT to suspicious metastatic PLND during NCRT could replace PLND; Hartvigson et al. [150] reported that RT dose escalation to nonresected suspicious PLND during NCRT was well tolerated. Enrolled patients in this study received an RT boost to a cumulative dose of >50.4 Gy to clinically suspicious LPN metastases based on abnormal LN size (short axis of >0.5 cm). Of 12 patients enrolled, 25% of patients received an integrated boost to 60.2 Gy in 28 fractions, and 2 patients received an intraoperative radiotherapy boost of 10 Gy to either the anticipated close margins or unresectable LN areas. All patients received RT boost of >50.4 Gy to 60.2 Gy in 28 fractions with good tolerance to NCRT and associated with a high rate of the short-term local control in 12 months without increasing the risk of intraoperative complications.

Expert comments

According to the JSCCR surgical treatment guideline, the incidence of LPN metastasis was reported as 30% in patients with cT3 rectal cancer below the peritoneal reflection [24]. In my surgical practice, preoperative chemoradiotherapy used to be recommended to occasionally enlarged pelvic sidewall LN was found in cT3 distal and middle rectal cancer. As reported, more distal rectal tumors tend to have more LN metastases and more lateral lymphatic spread [151]. In National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines for rectal cancer [152], pelvic LN metastases have been regarded as extra-regional LN metastases, the same as paraaortic LN metastases, representing a stage IV extension of disease and does not recommend the extension of nodal dissection beyond the field of TME unless thee nodes are clinically suspicious. Although JCOG0212 trial reported that prophylactic PLND significantly reduced recurrence rate compared with TME alone (7.4% vs. 12.6%) without a significant increase in severe postoperative complications [146]. With the current evidence, LPNDS are interpreted as a local extension of the disease by Korean and Japanese surgeons, and TME+PLND can improve oncologic outcomes and prevent local recurrence, given that the TME approach is designed to radically remove only lymphatic regions of tumors located above the level of the levator muscles [153]. For locally advanced middle and low rectal cancer, prospectively controlled trials comparing NCRT and TME alone vs. NCRT+TME with or without PLND are needed to clarify the patient's selection criteria and indications of PLND.

The management of LPND metastases in mid and lower rectal cancer remains debated. Still, in the west, current studies tried to show RT boost can control LPND metastases in some patients and avoid technically demanding procedures to improve disease control. Which one will be less toxic; RT or PLND? RT boosts effects on the risk of immediate and delayed postoperative complications remains unclear. Although there was a low risk of acute toxicity and perioperative complications and a high local control rate in 12 months, RT boost protocol warrants further studies in patients with clinically involved nonresected LPNL [150].

Personally, after NCRT, the remaining enlarged pelvic LN should be removed, and the complete sterilization of the PLND area can be confirmed with short-term adjuvant chemotherapy. PLND remains a technically demanding procedure that risks incomplete dissection and residual tumor. We also need to develop systematic training programs with proctoring on minimally invasive approaches to perform this procedure in obese patients or a narrow pelvis and by experienced hands, given that serious complications for vascular injury during PLND. In my experience, during robotic PLND, an unforced or unintended robotic instrument may damage the pelvic artery and vein. In this situation, sometimes, we need help from a vascular surgeon and convert to open surgery.

In addition, to prevent remnant metastatic pelvic LNs, a fluorescence-guided navigation approach has been suggested [154], but from a practical point of view, its application seems to be problematic in all cases.

Inguinal lymph node dissection

The primary lymphatic drainage of the rectum follows the mesorectal, lateral pelvic, and ILNs (Fig. 21). In general, lower rectal cancer with anal canal involvement has been postulated to metastasize to the ILNs [63, 155]. Shiratori et al. [155] suggested that DL involvement and ILN of >8 mm predicted the development of ILN metastases in patients with low-lying rectal cancer. The frequency of synchronous ILN metastases to 4.5%–6.2% in lower rectal cancer, and the 5-year cumulative incidence rate of ILN metastases after rectal surgery was 3.4% to 4.0% in lower rectal cancer invading the anal canal [156, 157].

Taylor et al. [72] did not recommend a routine RT at the inguinal area. The overall rate of ILN failure in patients with lower rectal cancer extending to the anal canal treated using NCRT without elective inguinal irradiation is low. However, the morbidity of elective inguinal irradiation is significant. Still, according to Shiratori et al. [155], inguinal irradiation without ILN may be advised in patients with high suspicious ILN metastases, given that inguinal radiation seems more effective than surgical resection in controlling inguinal micrometastases. If salvage surgery is needed, ILN resection can also be performed after inguinal irradiation, but some concerns about radiation-related morbidities at the in-
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Introduction

Watch-and-wait

Patient selection

Even though the gold standard treatment of rectal cancer is surgical TME, a comparative study evaluated the outcomes of patients who underwent surgery after cCR to NCRT vs. patients who enrolled in the watch-and-wait protocol, founding similar rates of non-regrowth recurrence and rectal cancer-specific survival compared with surgery [162]. Comparing surgery vs. watch-and-wait, 3-year overall survival rates were 100% vs. 88% (P = 0.03), rectal cancer-specific survival rates were 100% vs. 95% (P = 0.16), and freedom from non-regrowth recurrence rates were 92% vs. 85% (P = 0.36). This study revealed better outcomes for stage I/II patients undergoing watch-and-wait than those with stage III disease. Patients with more advanced stage disease were more likely to receive surgical treatment with systemic chemotherapy than the watch-and-wait group.

These results might be affected by individual inclusion criteria after cCR evaluation and the surgeon’s own consideration of the risk of local regrowth disease progression vs. the potential benefit of rectal preservation and avoidance of the morbidity and mortality of surgery. A Korean comparative study by Oh et al. [163] confirmed the oncologic feasibility of local excision in ypT0-1 rectal cancer after NCRT compared to a radical resection, with no significant differences in overall recurrence-free survival or preoperative T stage, with favorable prognosis in rectum-sparing strategies in patients with favorable response to NCRT.

Jimenez-Rodrigues et al. [164] analyzed 88 patients with stage II and III rectal cancer who received an induction-type total neoadjuvant therapy (TNT) consisting of 8 cycles of FOLFOX or XELOX before chemoradiotherapy between 2012 and 2019. They reported that TNT using induction chemotherapy followed by chemoradiotherapy could achieve a cCR in 36.2% of patients, and watch-and-wait protocol could be advised. In this regard, approximately 1/3 of patients with stage II and stage III rectal cancer can benefit from a watch-and-wait approach to preserve the rectum.

Follow-up

Nonsurgical management in a patient with cCR includes a close follow-up with endoscopy, digital rectal examination, and MRI but accurate strategies for tumor response determination after NCRT remain inconclusive. Patient selection to the watch-and-wait protocol or SPS needs accurate prediction of ypT status by clinical assessment, endoscopy, and MRI. Although neither endoscopy nor MRI had proven adequate diagnostic performances, the combination modality shows significantly higher diagnostic performance in sensitivity (56.92%) and accuracy (67.27%) compared with MRI alone [6].

The Korean Society of Abdominal Radiology recently published an evidence-based guide for the MRI interpretation of complete tumor response after NCRT therapy for rectal cancer, concluding the criteria for complete tumor response on T2 may include normalization of the wall; regular, thin, hypointense scar in the luminal side with normal-appearance or homogeneous intermediate...
signal in the underlying wall; and hypointense thickening of the wall in the former tumor location and the criteria for complete tumor response on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) should be the absence of a hyperintense signal on high b-value DWI in the former tumor location [8].

Integrating endoscopy in clinical restaging strategy tumor regrowth enables early detection of local regrowth. In the first large multicenter registry-based study on international watch-and-wait strategies for patients with rectal cancer, local regrowth (213 of 880 patients) was most frequently diagnosed in the first 2 years of follow-up (88%) located in the bowel wall in 97% of these patients [83]. Salvage TME was performed for 78% of local recurrences achieving R0 resections in 88% of cases. This publication had a 5-year overall survival of 84.7% and 5-year disease-specific survival of 93.8%. The risk of local unsalvageable disease was small with a 5-year disease-specific survival was 84% and 5-year overall survival of 75.4% for patients diagnosed with local regrowth, making salvage surgery an appropriate option for watch-and-wait patients with local regrowth with good oncological outcomes.

Patients from expert centers had a local regrowth rate between 10% and 30% during watch-and-wait, and the vast majority was easily amenable to salvage resection. Only very few patients suffered from a locally uncontrolled situation and metastatic disease. The 4 available series of watch-and-wait suggest that the excess risk of cancer-related death is in the order of <2% to 3% [160, 165-167].

Early tumor regrowth in patients with cCR managed entirely by watch-and-wait protocol was evaluated by Habr-Gama et al. [168]. According to their findings in 67 patients with cCR, cT2 patients developed similar initial cCR rates compared with cT3/ T4 (72% vs. 63%; P = 0.403). Nevertheless, early tumor regrowths were more frequent among patients with initial cT3/4 stage when compared with cT2 patients (30% vs. 3%, P = 0.007). The cT2 patients who develop cCR after extended chemoradiation managed nonoperatively are less likely to develop early tumor regrowths when compared with cT3/4 patients. The cT3/4 patients should undergo more intensive follow-up after a cCR to detect early regrowths.

Perez et al. [169] also reviewed the oncological outcomes of salvage resection for local recurrences in 53 patients managed by chemoradiotherapy followed by TEM for rectal preservation. Patients with “near” complete response to chemoradiotherapy (≤ 3 cm; ycT1–2N0) were offered TEM, and salvage surgery was attempted in the event of a local recurrence. All patients (n = 12) who developed local recurrence presented initial unfavorable pathological features (ypT2 or ypT3, poor differentiation [tumor grade], lymphovascular invasion, or perineural invasion) in the TEM specimen. Eight patients underwent APR as salvage surgery with CRM+ in 7 of 8 (87%); 4 of these patients developed local recurrence during follow-up. The 2-year local recurrence-free survival was 77%, and a 2-year local recurrence-free survival of 60%. The high rates of incomplete TME after local recurrence (R1) and the high local recurrence rate after salvage resection suggests considering the completion of TME in patients with unfavorable pathological features after near-complete response treated by TEM [167].

A single-center study reviewed local recurrence retrospectively in 78 rectal cancer patients under watch-and-wait surveillance. Twenty-three patients developed local recurrence and underwent salvage surgery, while 55 remain under watch-and-wait surveillance. Compared to 46 patients (37%) who underwent TME after NCRT for persistent disease, the local recurrence group had lower rectal tumors (4.5 ± 3 cm vs. 2.3 ± 2 cm), although anastomotic leaks, perioperative and oncological outcomes rates were similar between groups [170].

Recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses have concluded that although the local recurrence rate of the watch-and-wait group could be higher than in the TME group when promptly treated by salvage therapy, the watch-and-wait strategy could achieve similar oncologic outcomes as the TME approach. Salvage surgery (APR, LAR, TaTME) is possible in 83.8% of patients who develop a tumor regrowth with the “watch-and-wait” approach with no difference in overall survival and disease-free survival between patients who received immediate surgery without differences in relative risk of overall mortality and relative risk of disease-specific mortality [122, 171, 172].

**Expert comments**

As colorectal surgeons, we have experienced patients who show a cCR after NCRT. Furthermore, the adoption of induction or consolidation chemotherapy in total neoadjuvant treatments [164] has increased the incidence of cCR. The watch-and-wait strategy also got more attention because salvage surgery for regrowing tumors during follow-up did not compromise an oncologic outcome.

Although we consider that the evaluation criteria of cCR have not been standardized, the watch-and-wait strategy can be carefully recommended in highly selected patients. Salvage TME could be restricted for patients developing local recurrence to reduce unnecessary proctectomies in a significant proportion of patients with initial cCR. As we can expect, this treatment plan will get more attractive as a treatment option for surgeons and patients in the future.

**Prevention of anastomotic leakage**

Innovations in minimally invasive surgery and the variety of anastomotic stapler devices have lowered the rate of AL in the last few years. Despite advances in surgical practice, the rates of AL have remained around 10% to 15%. A retrospective study of 103 patients was conducted in a single center in Japan to identify risk factors for AL; the univariate analysis showed a younger age, advanced stage, deeper depth of tumor invasion, larger tumor circumference, longer operation time, and early postoperative diarrhea were associated with AL [173]. The etiology of AL is multifactorial, but one of the most crucial risk factors is under the sur-
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Geon’s control, whose abilities remain the most critical resource to avoid complications. Some technical tips and tricks are worth being reminded of for better outcomes:

1. Mobilization of splenic flexure and high tie of the inferior mesentery artery could be required in some patients if the patient lacks a redundant sigmoid colon to achieve a tension-free anastomosis.

2. The distal transection of the rectum should be done with a single stapling firing if possible. A systematic review and meta-analysis suggest that 2 firings imply a higher rate of anastomotic leak than a single firing after laparoscopic rectal surgery with a double stapling technique [54]. Anastomotic leak occurred in 3.5% of the cases (17 of 491) where 1 staple firing was used vs. 6.7% of the cases (50 of 786) in which 2 firings were needed.

3. Placement of a TAT decreases the rate of clinical AL (3%–7% vs. 12%–13% in patients without it) in patients with TAT and a lower risk of reoperation related to leakage (risk ratio, 0.19; 95% CI, 0.08–0.46) when the TAT was placed [174–176].

4. Indocyanine green fluorescence angiography (ICG FA) is now being used to evaluate blood supply at the anastomotic site. Intraoperative use of ICG FA is associated with a lower incidence of AL after LAR. The benefit of ICG FA may be that it could identify patients with high risk for AL [177]. The ongoing MRC/NIHR IntAct study will focus on evaluating the use of ICG FA in rectal cancer surgery and also explore the role of the microbiome in AL and the predictive value of preoperative CT angiography/perfusion scanning [177].

5. Stapled rings like doughnuts should be inspected for anastomotic completeness, and an air leak test with intraoperative colonoscopy must confirm the integrity of the anastomosis.

6. DST can be reinforced according to the surgeon’s criteria. Transanal or transabdominal reinforcement of colorectal anastomosis by additional sutures reduces the incidence of postoperative complications associated with AL in high-risk patients [67].

7. A diverting ileostomy was performed in all patients undergoing uLAR and some undergoing LAR to divert the fecal stream away from the immature anastomosis [10].

For patients with a high risk of AL who refuse to have a protective ileostomy, an alternative CAA can be performed following the Turnbull and Cutait pull-through or delayed CAA [32, 178]. In this technique, after rectal resection for SPS, the left colon completely mobilized to be tension-free exteriorized a few centimeters below the anal verge and fixed to perianal skin by 2 stitches and kept in place through the anal canal by the resting pressure of the anal canal (Fig. 22). The exteriorized segment is visualized daily and covered in gauze. On postoperative days 6 to 10, the exteriorized colon is resected. A delayed hand-sewn CAA is performed at the anal margin level, preserving the adhesions created between the colonic serosa pelvic tissues the anal canal wall contribute to reducing anastomotic leak. This technique reduces the need for diverting ileostomy without increasing postoperative morbidity rates and avoiding the need for permanent stomas in the short term compared with standard CAA with protective ileostomy followed by ileostomy closure [32]. In a recent systematic review of 8 observational studies (409 patients), with no AL in 6 out of 8 studies, the mortality rate was ≤ 3%, poor fecal continence was reported in <30% of patients, and the need for permanent stoma was ≤ 2% [179]. Although this technique is popular in Europe and Latin America, it is still not popular in Korea and Japan.

To improve knowledge in AL prevention, the ongoing IMARI trial [180] will evaluate 3 prophylactic interventions (mechanical bowel preparation with oral antibiotics, tailored total splenic flexure mobilization, and intraoperative ICG FA) combined with a standardized pathway for early detection and active management of AL in a multicenter prospective clinical effectiveness trial. The multi-interventional program will focus on anastomotic integrity confirmed by CT-scan at 1 year postoperatively, protocol compliance and association with AL, temporary and permanent stoma rate, reintervention rate, QoL, and functional outcome.

Expert comments
Safe anastomosis and prevention of early and delayed AL tension-
free and good blood supply are mandatory in the proximal colon. During IMV high ligation below the inferior border of the pancreas, the arc of Riolan or the meandering artery should be identified and preserved. Its inadvertent ligation near the IMV origin can compromise the blood supply to the splenic flexure of the colon, leading to mucosal congestion, ischemia, colitis, and necrosis with a high risk of AL reoperation [181, 182].

CONCLUSION

Colorectal surgeons constantly confront issues regarding oncological safety and functional outcomes when facing distal rectal cancer. The extent of the disease should be thoroughly assessed with modern imaging methods to determine a tailored treatment plan. Furthermore, the patient’s QoL must be considered, making their participation in the decision-making process is crucial, as this makes them aware of the potential impact of the surgical treatment on their bowel, urinary, and sexual function.

The distal mesorectum and covering fascia should be separated sharply from the surrounding structure, such as urogenital organs, pelvic plexus, and neurovascular bundles from the underlying pelvic floor. In this subject, we suggest to young colorectal surgeons a couple of tips with my previous publications regarding the step-by-step approach for rectal mobilization [1], the gate approach to the pelvic floor [74], and customized Denonvilliers’ excision; technical tips introduced to help to perform a complete TME in distal rectal cancer. Hopefully, these didactically developed techniques will contribute to a good understanding of the anatomy of the anorectum and pelvic autonomic nerve structures and improve the oncologic outcomes and high QoL in patients with distal rectal cancer.

An essential tool for a colorectal surgeon is the knowledge of anorectal anatomy and function to perform a sharp anatomical dissection based on surgical anatomy for a guaranteed oncological and functional, safe deep pelvic dissection. In addition to that, new technological innovation keeps developing, and we should adopt these techniques to improve our patient outcomes. It is important to remember that all new techniques imply a learning curve, so updated proctoring education programs are mandatory to keep along with innovations. We firmly believe every colorectal surgeon could be a master surgeon, and we encourage them to keep learning the surgical treatment of rectal cancer.
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